The art of a hydraulic joint in a spider's leg: modelling, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation, and bio-inspired design.
Important aspects of spider locomotion rely on a hydraulic mechanism. So far, this has not been theoretically analysed. In this work, the flow mechanism of a main hydraulic joint in a spider leg was studied. The purpose is to gain insight into a biohydraulic mechanism using an engineering approach to improve our understanding of the hemolymph flow path in the spider's legs and to contribute to the theoretical analysis of the spider's hydraulic transmission mechanism, thereby providing an inspiration for advanced biomimetic hydraulic systems. During the study, Micro-CT results were used to reconstruct the detailed flow channel. The high-pressure areas (inlet, joint, and closed leg end) and low pressures in between are also identified. Then, the internal flow field was investigated using computational fluid dynamics. At the same time, the method of dynamic mesh regeneration, elastic smoothing, is used to simulate muscle contraction and joint extension. The different functions of the channels are substantiated by the velocity profiles. Finally, a bionic hydraulic system was designed according to the trajectory of haemolymph in the flow channel.